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A. 1 Target Turner Assembly
B. 1 Target Axle (Part #1100909)
C. 2 Target Holder Rods (Part #1031947)
D. 1 Target Backer (Part #1034516)
E. 1 Carry Bag (Part #1096107)
F. 3 Legs (Part #1081042)
G. 1 Hardware Pack contains:
   H. 2 Target Spines (Part #1008835)
    I. 3 Screw Spacers (Part #1103983)
   J. 3 M6x1.0 Cap Screws (Part #1081100)
   K. 3 M6x1.0 Lock Nuts (Part #1064257)
   L. 2 10mm Wrenches (1096098)
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ASSEMBLY

Assembly of the Caldwell Target Turner is quick and simple.  
Using the included tools, assembly should take only a few minutes.

1. Set the Target Turner so the bottom steel plate is facing upwards
2. Place the Screw Spacer into the Leg so the holes are aligned
3. Orient the leg as shown and push the M6 screws through the holes
4. Using the included 10mm wrenches, tighten the screws and nuts securely
5. Repeat steps 1-4 on all 3 legs



The Caldwell® Target Turner is designed for easy use in a variety of conditions.  To use the Target 
Turner, simply follow the steps below.

1. Open the battery cover and remove the battery tray
2. Install 8 AA size batteries (not included) into the battery tray and replace it in the housing. 
    Replace the battery cover securely.
3. Spread out the legs and place the Target Tuner on the ground, with the Caldwell® 
    Logo facing towards the shooter.

NOTE: The Target Turner is designed to operate in a variety of conditions and terrain.  If using 
this product in high winds, we recommend using stakes (not included).  
Drive the stakes through the hole at the end of each Leg.

4. Install the target holder rods into the axle as shown by pushing 
    the rods into the holes in the top of the axle until they are 
    firmly in place. 

NOTE: The rods should be seated fully into the slots on top of the 
axle. They should be flush with the top of the axle.
 
5. Unfold the Target Backer and place the Target Spines 
    across the fold on the edge of the Backer to hold it flat
 
6. Place the Target Backer into the Target Holder Rods 
    so the backer is pinched between the wires.

NOTE: The Target Turner is designed to use the included Target Backer but will also hold 
a standard NRA Action Pistol, IDPA, ISPCA or other silhouette-sized targets.

7. Place the axle into the hole in the top of the Target Tuner.  
    You may need to rotate it slowly until it drops into place.
8. Turn the Target Turner on by rotating the knob Clockwise. 
    The knob will click when it turns on and will start to spin.  
    To increase the speed, turn the knob further clockwise.  
    To decrease the speed, turn it counter-clockwise.

USAGE

ON/OFF spin delay knob


